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2Key Findings 

1) The benefits felt by pension freedoms are not universal – financial advisers and High Net Worth customers are felt to 
have benefitted significantly more than – say – Middle Britain or the FCA

2) What kind of impact have pension freedoms had on UK consumers – a force for good or not? Most think it’s still too 
early to say and it’s unlikely that we’ll know for certain for at least another 5-10 years 

3) Most agree that the Government and Regulators are not collecting the right kind of information to properly assess the 
risks to consumers and this is primarily due to the failure/difficulty in collecting holistic, household-level finances

4) When asked to describe pension freedoms, industry leaders made slightly more negative imagery associations than 
positive ones

5) They’ve given High Net Worth consumers far more certainty about what to do with their pension savings, but the 
pensions freedoms haven’t been nearly as helpful for Middle Britain

6) Industry leaders felt that the FCA has concerns about emerging consumer outcomes, but that the appropriate 
measures to mitigate those concerns are not yet in place

7) Better FCA intervention is important to optimise customer outcomes, but more important is improving access to 
regulated advice, raising consumer understanding and the use of Fin-Tech

8) How will history judge pension freedoms? At present, the jury is still out…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
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From an online survey invite sent out to 251 industry leaders, 76 
participated in the survey (30%)

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ2, Q3 & Q4 
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Multiple ‘other’ types of organisations mentioned 
including FinTech/software supplier, trade Body, 
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providers, mastertrust, reinsurer etc.



4The benefits felt by pension freedoms are not universal

Q5. The extent to which each group has benefitted
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Financial advisers and the 
customers they typically service 
(HNW), are perceived to benefit a 
lot 

As it was originally a political 
decision, it’s hardly surprising that 
it’s been felt to have had a ‘positive 
wash-over’ for the Government

The Life & Pensions industry as a 
corollary, is also perceived to have 
benefitted.

Middle Britain – who pension 
freedoms were trumpeted as 
helping – aren’t perceived to have 
benefitted as much, and neither 
have the Banks or DB scheme 
trustees 

The FCA is felt to have benefitted 
least of all

1-3 
average

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL



5What kind of impact have pension freedoms had on UK consumers –
a force for good or not? Who knows…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ6 & Q7
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“They’ve had a 

positive impact”
“They’ve had a 
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“still too 
early to say”

“They’ve had a 
minimal impact”
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So When do we think we’ll know then?
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6How prepared are government & regulators to assess consumer 
risk? The lack of holistic, household-level finances means not very…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ8 & Q9

Are the government and regulators 
collecting the right type of data to 

assess the risks to consumers?

why isn’t the right type of data being collected?

No 
70%

Yes
30%

“Government and regulators are using high level metrics to drive 
policy when pension freedoms has meant that decisions increasingly 
need to reflect individual circumstances e.g. crystallising a pension 
pot to limit future Lifetime Allowance exposure, whilst leaving the 

residual retirement pot invested is driven by different needs to 
crystallising to generate an income”

“Most useful information will be not about the 
freedoms already accessed but about what 

consumers have spent those freedoms on (and 
how quickly). That will take time and is difficult 

to assess as it is bespoke to individual 
circumstances”

“Because assessing emerging risks require an 
understanding of context. For example, the cashing in of 

pension pots needs to be assessed in the context of 
someone’s overall financial assets, their health, their 
marital status etc - without context it is very easy to 

come to the wrong conclusions”

“Need to understand the household 
position to put into context the decisions 

being taken by an individual. Holistic 
understanding of total pension assets, 

not just the decisions taken for an 
individual policy. Longitudinal study to 

follow people and see how their decisions 
continue to be taken”

“The risks will emerge in the years if not decades ahead. 
Customers will misprice their longevity and live out the last 

years of their lives with little or no financial resources. This 
will leave a heavy burden on the state and cause financial 
misery for generations of wives and husbands that live on 

past their spouses”

“Data is primarily on what people are doing with individual 
products - how much they are investing, how much they are 

drawing out, how much tax they are paying. They are not 
collecting data that is aggregated across an individual’s wealth -
all their pensions, savings, sources of income. It may be fine for 
someone to take a pension and spend it all if it is a small part of 
their overall wealth, but a disaster if it that pension is all their 

wealth”



7How would the industry describe pension freedoms? With slightly 
more negative associations than positive ones

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ10. 
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8Have pension freedoms created more or less certainty for 
consumers? Depends which consumers…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ11. 

Much more certainty

Much less certainty

A bit more certainty

Neutral

A bit less certainty
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NET: +35%
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They’ve given High Net Worth 
consumers far more 

certainty about what to do 
with their pension savings, 

but pension freedoms 
haven’t been nearly as 

helpful for Middle Britain



9It’s felt that the FCA is concerned with emerging outcomes, but 
that the appropriate protective measures are not yet in place

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ12 & Q13. 

Very concerned

Not at all concerned

Quite concerned

Neutral

Not very concerned

How concerned is the fca with the 
emerging outcomes?

But how effective will the protective 
measures the fca are introducing be?

NET: +61%
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Perception is that the 
FCA is pretty 

concerned with 
regards to emerging 
consumer outcomes 
following pension 
freedoms, but that 

the protections 
they’re putting in 

place aren’t 
currently expected to 

be that effective



10Better FCA intervention important to optimise customer outcomes, 
but improved access to regulated advice & the use of Fin-Tech is key

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
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NET: +43% +70% +23%+9% +64%

Q14. 
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know

75% 39% 71% 46%
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11What should the focus be on to ensure customer outcomes are 
optimised? Two main themes emerge with three secondary themes

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ16. Other 1-2 mention themes include ‘cash flow modelling’, ‘reducing fraud’, ‘removing taper allowance’, ‘encouraging earlier retirement saving’  

Access to cheaper 
guidance and advice 

(23 mentions)

Consumer education & 
understanding

(12 mentions)

Improving Fin-Tech 
solutions
(5 mentions)

Guaranteeing 
incomes
(8 mentions)

Simplifying process 
(products, tax etc.)

(7 mentions)

“what one thing - above all 
others – would you focus on 

to optimise customer 
outcomes?”

“Ensuring that all people had 
access to advice and were protected 

against making stupid mistakes”

“Improving education and awareness 
so that consumers fully understand 
both the options available and the 
consequences of decisions taken”

“Achieving minimum levels of 
‘guaranteed’ retirement income 

before flexibility can be exercised”

“more digitally based advice 
services that are more accessible 

to many”
“simplicity of experiences…hard to 

prioritise between simplifying 
product or taxation”



12How kindly will history judge pension freedoms? The jury is still 
out…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ15  

Will history judge pension freedoms to 
have had a net positive impact?

Yes
32%

No
23%

Don’t know 
yet
45%



13Some parting observations from our industry respondents…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ16 

“Financial capability is very low and most people either don't understand the decisions they need to make, and/or aren't 

very interested, and/or fear making bad choices… so often don't make any. They really don't want to know where the 

money comes from so long as it arrives, and would be traumatised if another financial crash reduced the value of their 

income/funds. 

Pension 'freedom' existed before 2015 for wealthy people who had a lot of flexibility [in how] to use their pension money 

and usually [had] access to professional advice to help them make investments and avoid tax. The reforms in 2015 just 

extended existing flexibility to an ill-prepared audience who didn't really have the same wealth to take a lot of risks or to 

employ expensive advisers to tell them how to do it – [let alone] any particular interest in investment. 

The 'best' parts of pension freedoms - allowing pension funds to be passed through generations are only relevant to 

wealthy people as vehicles to help with inheritance rather than retirement income, and will probably be the first of the 

reforms to be reversed. The market is skewed because the incentives are wrong too - it's really hard to see that an adviser 

or drawdown provider who can earn recurring income of say 1% every year for the foreseeable future will recommend to a 

customer they instead take an annuity paying a one-off commission. 

In the one part of the pensions world where knowledgeable people take sustainable income seriously - the defined 

benefits sector - schemes are queuing up to buy annuities to reduce their risks.”



14Some parting observations from our industry respondents…

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIALQ16 

“Consumers need access to education and advice in order to have a strategy which meets their needs. For this to be 

possible, advice firms need to embrace technology to enable them to deliver a pathway to better education and advice. 

Workplace-based advice can also be facilitated as part of a financial well being programme. 

Taxation of withdrawals is little understood by the public. This leads to value destruction of pension savings as larger tax 

bills are incurred than would [otherwise] be necessary. The Money Purchase Annual Allowance is a particularly unfair 

restriction which damages individual's future planning prospects without sufficient warning. 

A cooling-off period for the non advised accessing more than PCLS in which tax-take is front and centre, would save some 

consumers from this. Based on recent HMRC data, the level of tax rebates paid by HMRC in relation to taxable income 

withdrawn is low, suggesting that many may be owed tax which they may never reclaim. Greater public awareness of the 

taxation of larger one-off withdrawals may help consumers to avoid value destruction and to claim back what they are 

owed.”
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